Dear Elected Official/Candidate:
Medical Freedom is an issue that can no longer be ignored. With the US Supreme Court recently blocking
President Biden’s Covid vaccination requirements for businesses combined with polling results from
November 2021* suggesting that over 50% of Pennsylvania’s voters oppose employers mandating Covid
immunizations, it is evident that securing the Pennsylvania state constitution to protect medical freedom is an
apex issue in the upcoming 2022 elections.
* https://muhlenberg.edu/aboutus/polling/publichealthpolicysurveys/archivedpolls/fall2021-pennsylvaniacovid-19poll/

The need for changes to be made at the state constitution level was accentuated by voter decision last May.
The current Governor along with multiple non-elected entities and agencies abused the authority awarded
them under the state’s declaration of emergency. These individuals/agencies imposed illegal mandates as well
as chose very specific lock down “winners” and “losers”. We saw a crushing blow to small businesses
statewide as well as the usurping of authority of locally elected governing bodies. This overreach prompted
Pennsylvania’s voters to demand a change to the state Constitution. The need to address constitutional
change is once again eminent.
Pennsylvania voters continue to be concerned by corporate and government overreach and impingement of
their medical freedom. The Fundamental human rights of earning a living or obtaining an education need to
be protected and Pennsylvania’s citizens should never be discriminated against due to their personal
medical decisions.
It is imperative Pennsylvania citizens be afforded constitutional protection of their basic rights of medical
freedom and bodily autonomy; thus, we are asking for your support of HB 2013 - Right to Medical
Freedom which states:
The right of an individual to refuse any medical procedure, treatment, injection,
vaccine, or prophylactic may not be questioned or interfered with in any manner.
Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged to any person in this
Commonwealth because of the exercise of the right under this section.

Preserving medical freedom and defeating vaccine mandates are the top reasons any candidate will be getting
my vote in the upcoming 2022 election. We, the citizens and voters of Pennsylvania, expect to see your full
support and endorsement of HB 2013 – Right to Medical Freedom allowing us to continue to live free in this
great state of Pennsylvania.

***Sign the digital petition at HealthFreedomPA.com***

